ANIMAL BALL FRIENDS
ITEM #: 60207A | PACK: 6 | PDQ

- Rolls like a ball, looks like your favorite animal!
- Durable polyurethane foam with full animal graphics on each ball
- Play with Pinky Pig, Pepper Penguin, or Marcus Monkey!
- Size 6”
HAMMERIN’ HANDS

ITEM #: 69002
PACK: 6
AGES: 3+

- RACE to send your hammer towards your opponent... but WATCH OUT! If you’re too slow the hammer could be coming your way!
- Built-in 2-player scoring included
- (1) double-sided hammer
- (2) sets of Hammerin’ Hands® race buttons
- No batteries required!

GAME SHEET INCLUDED!

HOW TO PLAY

PRESS THE BUTTONS ON YOUR SIDE QUICKLY! AIM TO HAMMER YOUR OPPONENT’S HANDS BY PRESSING YOUR BUTTONS THE FASTEST!

WATCH OUT! IF YOU’RE NOT QUICK ENOUGH THE HAMMER COULD BE COMING YOUR WAY!
LEARN YOUR STANCE
BASEBALL KIT

LEARN TO PLAY BASEBALL!
FEET OUTLINES WITH LABELS TO TEACH WHERE TO STAND IN THE BATTER’S BOX!

GAME SHEET INCLUDED!
LEARN YOUR STANCE BASEBALL KIT

- Learn to play baseball! Step up to the plate with the perfect training tool to teach where to stand in the batter’s box!
- Bend your knees, keep your eye on the ball, and swing for the fence with this perfect baseball starter kit!
- (1) 22.6” x 18.4” Learn Your Stance playmat
- (1) Home Plate with self-stick strips on both sides for right and left-handed batters
- (1) 24” jumbo plastic baseball bat
- (2) 90mm AERO-STRIKE® baseballs
KICK YOUR TEAM’S CROQUET BALL THROUGH EACH WICKET IN THE LEAST AMOUNT OF SHOTS!

ADJUST YOUR DIFFICULTY BY SPACING OUT THE WICKETS! THE FURTHER APART, THE HARDER THE GAME!

GAME SHEET INCLUDED!
KICK CROQUET

ITEM #: 60214 | PACK: 6 | AGES: 3+

- Combining croquet and soccer for the ultimate backyard game!
- (6) 3-piece croquet wickets with ground stakes on each end
- (2) HUGE 12” Kick Croquet balls
- (1) Finish Flag
- (1) Inflation pump with needle

HOW TO PLAY

KICK YOUR TEAM’S CROQUET BALL THROUGH EACH WICKET IN THE LEAST AMOUNT OF SHOTS

THE TEAM TO MAKE IT THROUGH THE LAST WICKET AND HIT THE FINISH FLAG FIRST WINS!
DON'T TOUCH THE LAVA!

Hop from spot to spot to avoid getting burned!

GAME SHEET INCLUDED!
- Hop from spot to spot to avoid getting burned!
- Solve the math problem, spell the word, or identify the animal the fastest!
- (30) 10” safety spots
- (26) letter flashcards, A-Z
- (21) number flashcards, 0-20
- (10) animal flashcards
- (2) earthquake cards
- (1) carry bag
GALACTIC GOLF

TAKE YOUR GOLF GAME TO A NEW GALAXY!

GAME SHEET INCLUDED!

FRANKLIN®
- Take your mini golf game to a new galaxy!
- LED flag post included to reveal GLOWING alien graphics!
- (1) Galactic Golf hole with LED flag post
- (2) Retractable alien arms to customize the mini golf boundaries!
- (1) 25” putter
- (3) glow-in-the-dark golf balls

RETRACTABLE ALIEN ARMS EXTEND UP TO 5.5FT!

HOW TO PLAY

TURN THE GALACTIC GOLF HOLE ON AND TURN OUT THE LIGHTS... WATCH THE FLAG POST LIGHT UP, TAKING YOUR ORDINARY MINI GOLF GAME OUT OF THIS WORLD!

EXTEND THE ALIEN ARMS TO CREATE & CUSTOMIZE YOUR AT HOME MINI GOLF COURSE! ONCE THE BOUNDARIES ARE SET, LET THE GAME BEGIN!